ERRATUM

On the first page of Volume 103, Issue 3, of the journal, for the Cover Photograph, the caption was in error. The correct caption should read as:

Optical interferometer image of an extensive transformation zone ahead of a notch, after double torsion testing of a ductile zirconia ceramic. The curvature of the sample (colors represent deformation contours) shows significant plastic deformation before failure. From Chevalier et al. “Forty years after the promise of « ceramic steel? »: zirconia-based composites with a metal-like mechanical behavior.” Credit: The authors of the paper and Jérôme Cavoret, Philippe Sainsot (LAMCOS, INSA-Lyon, France), Iman Touaiher, Malika Saadaoui (EMI, Rabat, Morocco). https://doi.org/10.1111/jace.16903.